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Reviewers's report:

1. The overall discussion and conclusions of the paper are clouded by the fact that routine ultrasound screening was performed in conjunction with mammography. While you mention this as a limitation at the end of the paper, I believe that it should be stated more explicitly in the introduction. Essentially you are assessing MR surveillance in a group of women who already receive supplemental surveillance with ultrasound. This presumably affects your cancer detection rate, abnormal interpretation rate etc. of supplemental MR. I think a more full disclosure of this in the introduction (and abstract) is warranted, and interpretation of the results with this in mind should be discussed. Rather than waiting to the limitations section of the report to discuss this item. This also makes your comparison with results from other studies murky, did these other studies also have supplemental US surveillance? Additionally, you mention every 6 month US surveillance for 5 years? Does this play into your results regarding different time intervals (ie if patients's are getting US every 6 months, MR may be superfluous, and MR may become more useful when patients switch to yearly screening?). Again all of these issues with the supplemental US screening need to be addressed up front, and throughout the paper. Therefore your conclusions apply to patients who are already screened with Mammo+ultrasound, and discussion of how this extrapolates to the patient population only screening with Mammo is also warranted.

2. I find figure 1 confusing, and not adequately explained in the text. Please explicitly describe selection process in Methods, which may make figure 1 superfluous.

3. Why was the time point of 36 months used as a cutoff to define your "time intervals?" Perhaps an explanation in the text regarding this decision is appropriate. Also, are there any statistics performed to support that the difference in numbers (difference in cancer detection rate...) for the two groups are statistically significant, and appropriately powered? (The absolute numbers seem relatively small....)
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